An innovative solution for any factory regardless of equipment—and a first for the industry.

Imagine the ability to digitally deliver breakdown tickets and links to associated supporting documents, check lists, parts lists, and repair history so your staff can respond effectively and immediately to your factory’s needs.

Introducing PanaCIM Maintenance Augmented Reality—a solution that provides constant communication and information to machine technicians when and where you need it regardless of the equipment you use.
CONCEPT OF PANACIM AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)

Easy-to-use
Your technician receives a notification on their device, then simply points the device’s camera at the designated machine to find out what action is needed.

Equipment Maintenance
Whether your equipment is Panasonic or not, Maintenance AR prioritizes, then presents upcoming maintenance tasks to your technicians on a mobile device—in real-time. This helps keep your lines running, customers happy, and your profit preserved.

Maintenance Priorities
By analyzing maintenance tasks, where your technicians are, and what your technicians are doing, Maintenance AR can quickly prioritize what the most urgent task is, determine what technicians are available, and which technician is in closest proximity to perform the task. Complexity for taking skill level and other characteristics into account are easily programmed.

Maintenance Future Value
Beyond providing supporting documents to perform a task (check lists, parts lists, repair history, etc.), technicians can use Maintenance AR to add new information (comments, progress, recommendations, photographs, etc.), thereby improving the data they’ll receive the next time a similar task is required.

SCALABLE
A solution that is infinitely sizable to your organization. Since it is driven by device and data, it can follow operator shifts, capacity increases, line configuration changes... nearly anything you can throw at it.

INTEGRATED
Runs on Windows, Android, and iOS and is accessible through most web browsers.

EFFICIENT
Maximizes your technicians to deploy the closest available resource in alignment with the urgency. Various options available that allow customers to use whatever device is the right fit for their environment and price point.
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